
Service manual ‚MAX’  
 

Dear customer, thanks for your decision to choose my product.  
 
How to start at first time:  
Please unpack carefully. Start up your pc (windows), open up the cd drive, put in the cd, close 
it and wait a little while. The pc reads the cd itself. The pc will ask you on a small window 
after installing (exe) if you want to start with a sign (‘fertig’ which means ‘ready’). After this 
moment put in the usb-stick of ‘MAX’ into the pc and wait 1-3 minutes until the hardware is 
connected.  
After successful connecting of the usb you can click on the software window ‘fertig’ (ready). 
The next window will ask you to choose the language. After this you are ready with installing. 
The speed measuring could start now. Left downstairs on the software window you can 
choose the gauge. Right side you find a button ‘reset’. After a reset all counting will start from 
0. 
 
Explaining of the speed windows: 
First on the top shows the current speed. The second is important. This is a counting over 10 
seconds. This speed window shows the measurement counted through 10 seconds and is after 
10 seconds exactly in 1 % . 
On right side shows the past track  in real and in gauge. (for break distance) step on the same 
time on  stop of the lok command and the reset   
Trick:  
 
A good measuring needs about 30 seconds. With the reset button you can start new on 
measuring. 
Please use the small usb extension on the stick for conserving the plug. 
 
Trouble shooting: 

- software problems: if you got software problems with your cd please make a update 
from my homepage www.marion-zeller.de (‘downloads’) 

- wrong counting: double or more, please clean the measuring wheel or control if a 
scratch is on the wheel. If yes, please inform me, I will send a new one. 

- Measuring the half: please control the colour point on the messwheel, if it’s gone 
please paint it yourself (the wheel loves black), take nail polish. Control the usb plug 
or the wirering for a cut or a bad connect. Click out the measuring wheel and clean up 
the reflex system. 

 
Trick:  
Every fixed combination on rotated wheels needs only brackets in front and end, not in the 
middle.  
 
Have a lot of fun on measuring. If you got problems on technic please send me a email. 
service and warranty are self-evident. 
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